ABSTRACT. -We prove various asymptotic results concerning global (weak) solutions of compressible isentropic NavierStokes equations. More precisely, we show various results establishing the convergence, as the density becomes constant and the Mach number goes to 0, towards solutions of incompressible models (Navier-Stokes or Euler equations). Most of these results are global in time and without size restriction on the initial data. We also observe rigorously the linearized system around constant flows. 0 Elsevier, Paris RBSLJMB. -Nous prouvons divers resultats asymptotiques concemant les solutions (faibles) globales des equations de Navier-Stokes compressibles isentropiques. Plus precisbment, nous Btablissons divers resultats prouvant la convergence, quand la densite devient constante et le nombre de Mach tend vers 0, vers les solutions de modtles incompressibles (equations de Navier-Stockes ou d'Euler). La plupart de ces msultats sont globaux en temps et saris restriction sur la taille des conditions initiales. Nous obtenons ainsi rigoureusement le systeme lineaire autour de flots constants. 0 Elsevier. Paris
As is well-known from a Fluid Mechanics viewpoint, one can derive formally incompressible models such as the Navier-Stokes equations or the Euler equations from compressible ones namely compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The goal of this work is to justify completely these formal derivations and, more precisely, to pass to the limit in the global weak solutions of compressible Navier-Stokes equations, which were recently proven to exist in P.-L. Lions [9] (see also the announcements [lo], [l 11). In the limit, we shall recover in particular the global weak three dimensional solutions obtained in 1933 by J. Leray [61, [71, WI ( a rather extensive bibliography of incompressible models may be found in P.-L. Lions [12] for instance). We emphasize the fact that our convergence results are valid globally in time and without size restrictions upon the initial conditions. Let us also mention that we shall also consider the passage to the limit towards solutions of (incompressible) Euler equations and that we justify as well the linearized compressible equations around constant flows (constant solutions). Let us finally recall that some of our results were announced (somewhat unprecisely) in [ 131. We first wish to recall the general set up for such asymptotic problems, which is a straightforward adaptation of the one introduced by S. Klainerman and A. Majda [4] , [5] in the inviscid case (Euler equations). We recall the compressible Navier-Stokes equations in the so-called isentropic regime (even though our results are trivially adapted to the case of general barotropic flows i.e. when the pressure is a function of the density only). The unknowns (6, w) where N > 2, ,G > 0 , ii + i > 0, a > 0 and y > 1 are given. At this stage, we want to avoid confusing the issue and ignore all questions about boundary conditions of force terms.
From a Physics view-point, the fluid should behave (asymptotically) like an incompressible one when the density is almost constant, the velocity is small and we look at large time scales. More precisely, we scale p and 'u (and thus p) in the following way where E E (0,l) is a "small parameter " and the normalized coefficient pE, EE satisfy (6) pF -+ p , pt + ( as f goes to 0, .
We shall always assume that we have either ,LL > 0 and p + < > 0 or p = 0.
With the preceding scalings, the system (l)-(3) yields (7) dP -dt + div(pu) = 0 , p 2 0; f3PU x + div(pu @ u) -p,Au -&Vdivu + $Vpy = 0 .
TOME
We may now explain the heuristics which lead to incompressible models. First of all, the second equation (for the momentum pu) indicates that p should be like p + O(e2) where p is a constant. Of course, p 2 0 and we always assume that p > 0 (in order to avoid the trivial case p = 0). Obviously, we need to assume this property holds initially (at t = 0). And, let us also remark that by a simple (multiplicative) scaling, we may always assume without loss of generality that ji = 1.
Since p goes to 1, we expect that the first equation in (7) yields at the limit: div u = 0. And writing Vpr = V(pY -I), we deduce from the second equation in (7) In other words, we recover the incompressible NavierStokes equations (8) or the incompressible Euler equations (9) , and the hydrostatic pressure appears as the limit of the "renormalized" thermodynamical pressure (9) .
In fact, as we shall see later on, the derivation of (8) (or (9) ) is basically correct even globally in time, for global weak solutions ; but the limiting process for the pressure is much more involved and may, depending on the initial conditions, incorporate additional oscillating terms.
Our precise results are given in the sections below together with various strategies of proofs, depending upon initial conditions and (or) boundary conditions. But, we wish to point out some of the serious mathematical difficulties we encounter namely: i) the lack of a priori bounds since we deal with global weak solutions, and ii) the presence of rapidly oscillating waves in the above asymptotic limits which make the passage to the limit in the nonlinear (quadratic) term u @ u rather difficult. We follow, in order to treat the second difficulty, the method introduced by S. Schochet [16] and by E. Grenier [2] (see also N. Masmoudi [14] for the non periodic case and E. Grenier and N. Masmoudi [3] for the "well-prepared case"). It turns out that we are (barely) able to adpat appropriately this method using the few available a priori estimates.
The main convergence results and their proof in the periodic case are presented in sections II-III below. We next show (section IV) how to adapt the arguments in the case when the systems of equations are set in the whole space and also in a bounded domain with convenient boundary conditions which do not include the natural homogeneous Dirichlet conditions. These cases require nontrivial modifications of the arguments in the periodic case but they are natural ones. We study the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions in section V: this case is essentially open except in two dimensions for "well prepared" initial conditions, a particular situation we handle easily using an energy-like argument and the properties of solutions of two dimensionnal incompressible Navier-Stokes equations. A similar strategy allows to handle some regimes for the situation when the asymptotic system of equations corresponds to Euler equations: in fact, our analysis uses the notion of dissipative solutions of incompressible Euler equations introduced in P.-L. Lions [12] . These results are shown in section VI. We then briefly study the simpler stationary problems in section VII and we conclude with a section (VIII) devoted to a related problem namely the convergence to the linearized system around constant flows. We also mention throughout the paper a number of natural open questions together with open related problems (see a particular two interesting problems mentioned at the end of section V).
II. Convergence results in the periodic case and sketch of the proof We begin by introducing some notation and formulating precisely the notions of weak solutions we shall use. All throughout this section and the following one, we assume that fi > 0 and we consider only the periodic case i.e. all the functions we consider are required to be periodic in each variable zi of period T, (for 1 < i < N). In fact, in order to simplify the notations, we assume that Ti = 27r for 1 2 i 5 N and it will be clear from the proofs below that any choice of the periods would be treated exactly in the same way. In particular, all functional spaces appearing below are composed of periodic functions (of period 27r in each variable) and all integrals are over (0, 27r)N unless explicitely mentioned.
We then consider a solution (p,, u,) of the compressible Navier-Stokes equations (7) and we assume that pE E L"(0, 00; Lr) fl C([O, co), P) for all 1 5 p < y: U, E L2(0, T; H1) for all T E (0, oo), p,l~~/~ E L"(0, co; L1) and pEuF E C([O, cc) ; La""+') -w) i.e. is continuous with respect to t 1 0 with values in L""'+l)endowed with the weak topology. We require (7) to hold in the sense of distributions. Finally, we prescribe initial conditions (10) PFl+=O = p: 3 P~QI~=o = mf.
where pf 2 0, ,@ E k', rnz E L2y/(yf1), rnz = 0 a.e. on {pf = 0} and p~lu~l' E L1, denoting by U: = 2 on {p: > 0}, ?A; = 0 on {p: = O}. Furthermore, we assume that ,,@ U: converges weakly in L2 to some 2 and that we have (11) where, here and below, C denotes various positive constants independent of E. Let us notice that (11) implies in particular that, roughly speaking, pz is of order z + O(E): indeed, we just need to rewrite where EE(t) = j' $pelue12(t) + ~(P$(% De(t) = J~ElDUE12(t) + tE (divx)2(t) and E,O = J fp!lu'SI" + h(dP.
We now wish to emphasize the fact that we assume the existence of a solution with the above properties, and we shall also assume that y > $!. And we recall the results in [9] which yield the existence of such a solution precisely when y > $ and N 2 4, y > i and N = 3, y 2 4 and N = 2.
Next, we explain the notion of weak solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations (8) with the incompressibility conditions i.e.
(13) au dt + div (U @ U) -~Au + Vrr = 0 , div 11, = 0
Given an initial condition u. E L2 such that divuo = 0, u is a solution of (13) satisfying (14) 7&o = u"
if u E C([O, 00); L2 -w) fl L2(0,T;H1)(VT E (0,cc)) and if we have for all cp E C" with divcp = 0 and for all II, E Cr( [0, cc)):
This is in fact equivalent to request that (13) holds in the sense of (periodic) distributions for some distribution 7r. As is well-known, there exists such a global solution of (13)- (14) and we have in addition: if N = 2, u E C([O, oo); L2) is unique, $$ E L2(0, T; H-l), r E L2(0, T; L2) for all T E (0, oc), while if N 2 3, u E C([O, cc); LJ') for all 1 5 p < 2, g and 0~ E L2(0, T; H-l) + (L"(0, T; W-1,Ns'(Ns-2)) n Lq(O,T; L')) for 1 5 s < 30, l<y<2andr=&, J&,-7r E L'(O, T; L2) + L"(0, T; L Ns--2 ) for 1 5 s < cc, for all T E (0, cc). Furthermore, the following energy inequalities hold (15) When N = 2, those inequalities are in fact equalities. Some limited additional regularity is known for such solutions and we refer to P.-L. Lions [9] (for instance) for a detailed survey of all those facts. Let us finally mention that the "full" regularity and (or) the uniqueness of such solutions when N = 3 are outstanding open problems.
Finally, we denote by P the (orthogonal) projection onto incompressible vector fields i.e. 'u = Pv + Qv for all %I E (L2)N where div(Pw) = 0, and curl(Qv) = 0 and s Qv = 0.
Our main convergence result is the following:
THEOREM II. 1. -In addition to the above notations and conditions, we assume that y > F. Then, pE converges to 1 in C( [0, T]; Lr) and u, is bounded in L2(0, T; H1) for all T E (0, CQ). In addition, for any subsequence of u, (still denoted by u,) weakly converging in L2(0, T; H1) (VT E (0, co)) t o some u, u is a solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokesequation (13) (as defined above) corresponding to the initial condition u" = PuO.
Remark 11.1. -In view of the uniqueness (of u) recalled above, when N = 2, the whole sequence U, weakly converges to u in L2(0. T; H1) for all T E (0,oo).
•1 Remark 11.2. -After completing the proof of the preceding result in the next section, we shall state a few additional results that follow from the proof like conditions that insure the strong convergence of II,, and the asymptotic relationships between (pc. ,u,) and 7-r. q
We begin the proof of Theorem 11.1 with a few preliminary steps such as the derivation of a priori bounds and various convergences. We then briefly sketch the (method of) proof of the main step namely the passage to the limit in the term p<~, @ u,.
Step 1. -A priori bounds and consequences.
We first deduce from (12) and from the conservation of mass (first equation of (7)) that we have for (almost) all t 2 0 , ;p,lu,j'+ u I'
in view of (11). We deduce from this inequality that pF]u,12 and $ p? -ypF(z)YV1 + (7 -1)Gw) are bounded in L"(0, oo; L1) and that Du, is bounded in L2(0, co; L'). In particular, pF is bounded in L"(0, co; Lr) and we deduce as in [9] a bound on u, in L2(0,T: HI) for all T E (0,~): we briefly recall the argument for the sake of completeness. We deduce from Sobolev and Poincare's inequalities that we have for all T E (0.00) hence, in view of the above bound on pt Iu, 12, Since (11) implies that pz converges to 1 in measure and thus in L1 (in fact in L' as we shall show below), we deduce a bound on 2~~ in L2(0, T; L2) and our claim is shown. From now on, we assume, extracting a subsequence (still denoted by u,) if necessary, that u, converges weakly to some u in L2(0, T; H1) for all T E (0, co).
We next claim that pE converges to 1 in C( [0, 00); ~5'): indeed, for t small enough ,& E (i, %) and thus for all S > 0, there exists some 116 > 0 such that:
and we conclude upon letting first e go to 0 and then 6 go to 0.
We next deduce from the previous bounds that divu, converges weakly to 0 in L2(0, T; L2) and that Pu, converges to u(= Pu) strongly in L2(0, T; L2) and thus by Sobolev embeddings in L*(O, T; LS) for all T E (0, co) and for all 2 5 q < s. Of course, these facts also imply that Qu, converges weakly to 0 in L2(0, T; H1) for all T E (O? 00). Indeed, since pE converges to 1 in C([O, co); Lr) and y > $ (& would in fact suffice...), we deduce from (7) the first fact. The second fact is proven observing first that we have projecting (7) onto divergence-free vector-fields:
Using the fact that P is a bounded linear mapping in all Sobolev space W">P (for all s E R, 1 < p < cc) and the preceding bounds, (16) Step 2. -A sketch of the proof (why and how...)
We describe here first a formal proof of the passage to the limit, next the main difficulty and finally the strategy of proof used in order to circumvent that difficulty.
We thus begin by a formal proof. It is not difficult to check that the main (and only) difficulty with the passage to the limit lies with the term div(p,u, @I Us) and more precisely with the term div (Q(P,u,) @ QuZLF) since Pu, converges strongly to '~1 in Lz,,. Formally, this term should not create an obstruction since we should rewrite the term (& (P,rL,)+div (p,~, ~3 u,)) as (pE% + p,(u,.V)~,), itself comparable to % + (uE.V)uE). Next, the "dangerous" term [ (Qu,) .V] Q U, can be incorporated in the pressure ?r at the limit since Qu, = V$J, (for some $)E...) and then However, this formal argument does not seems to be easy to justify and we shall have to make a rather different rigorous proof in order to show that div (Q(P~u~) @ QUA) converges in the sense of distributions (say) to a distribution which is a gradient and can thus be incorporated in the pressure K. This is of course the crucial step in our proof that we develop in the next section.
We only briefly describe the main idea (taken from S. Schochet [16] or E. Grenier [2] ) behind this proof. We project the second equation of (7) onto the space of "gradient vectorfields" and we find (18) Then, we write the first equation of (7) together with (18) as We shall check that eTL is an isometry on each H" x (H")'y for all s E R and for all 7. This will allow eTL (r) = ($z,') solves
and thus 3 -bAcp = 0. In other words, the group erL is nothing but a reformulation of the group generated by the wave equation (whence the isometry in H"...). Then, using (I 9), we shall prove that (sc,':U6,) is equivalent (modulo compact terms) to .C( :) (z) for some $, m E L*(O, T; L2). This in turn allows to check that div (Q(pSu,) @ Que) behaves asymptotically like div (C2( f ) (z) 8 Cs( 2) (2)) where we denote by L2(7) (2) = m(r) if L(r)(z) = ($2)). Finally, we shall check by direct verification that this term converges in the sense of distributions to a gradient-like distribution, the precise fact that we expect from the formal considerations above and that we need to prove.
Remark 11.3. -We wish to mention here an additional estimate which is available but which, however, we shall not use in this proof. Indeed, the proof made in P.-L. Lions [9] (Chapter 7, section 7.1) yields the following bounds for all T E (0, co) Let US notice that the L"((0, co); L1) bound on $[p; -~p~(j7J-l
III. Proof of the convergence results
We continue here the proof of Theorem II.1 begun at the end of the preceding section following (and making rigorous) the strategy explained in Step 2.
Step 3. -The group .C and compactness of the unknowns resealed in time. We claim that L(r) = eTL is an isometry from H" x (H")N into itself endowed with the norm Il('pJdlI = GPzP + $llaI~)1'2 f or all s E R. Since L has constant coefficients, it suffices to check this fact for s = 0. Then, writing eTL (z) = ($z))), we have (In other words, L is antiselfadjoint in the appropriate scalar product of L2 x (L2)"...). In order to understand how the group L(r) acts, it is worth making a few remarks (that are not really needed in the arguments below . ..). First of all, denoting by Cl(r) and C2(7-) the components of C(r), we remark that /fZi(7-) (!) and P L,(T) (z) are independent of r E W , and thus, in particular, L(r)(r) is independent of r E R if zi is divergence free (J% = 0) and cp is constant. Next, we deduce from (22) that we have
where we denote by n(r) = Pv + V@(T) (with ./e(r) = 0, 'dr E W).
We next claim that C(-s) (oczU+, ) is relatively compact in L2(0, T; H-") for some m E (0, l), where T is from now on a fixed but arbitrary constant in (0, cc) (and we are going to prove Theorem 11.1 on (0, T)...). In order to do so, we are going to prove first that ( Q(;:ur)) (and thus f(-4)(q,':, ,I since L is an isometry ) is bounded in L2(0, T; H-") for some fixed s E (0,l) and then that &{l(-f)(,,,':,G,)} is bounded in L2(0,T: H-") for some T > 0 large enough. Our claim then follows by classical compactness theorems choosing m in (s, 1).
We have seen in Step 1 above (see (16) 
Next, we set $F(t) = Li(-f) (L)(T;lr,)), 7n,(t) = &(-$)(g(z;U,j) and we use (19) to deduce
Let us recall that F, = (pE
and thus is bounded, in view of the bounds derived in Step 1 above, in L2(0, T; H-l) + L"(0, T; W-l-">l) for all S > 0 since Q(L1) c w-6.1 for all S > 0. Hence, F, is bounded in L2(0, T; H-') for all T 3 T + 1 and thus $ (2:) is bounded in L2(0, T; H-').
We deduce from the compactness of (tic, m,) that we may assume without loss of generality (extracting a subsequence if necessary) that (&, m,) converges in L2(0, T; H-") to some ($, m). Since Pm, E 0, we also have Pm E 0. Similarly, s $ = 0 a.e. t E (0, T). In conclusion, we have shown that we have on (0, T) x RN
using once more the fact that L is an isometry in H" for all s E R.
Step 4. -$, m E L2(0, T; L2) and reductions of the nonlinear term. In view of (16) and of the fact that pt converges to 1 in C( [0, 2'1; LY), we deduce that
where R = +cc if y 2 2, R is fixed in (1, +co) if y < 2, p = 2 if y > 2, p = y if y < 2, i = $ + e if N 2 3, 1 < q < y if N = 2. This implies in particular that io*l(, SRI -3( Q&) ) converges to ($J in L2(0, T; H-") for some s > 0 large enough. Next, we observe, using (16), that (P~~(~.~R) and Q(uZLE) are bounded in L*(O, T; L2). Since L is an isometry, we deduce that $ and m belong to L*(O, T; L2).
Next, we show that
in the sense of distributions (for instance), where u, = fZa (2) (2). In order to prove this claim, we recall from Step 1 above that Pu, converges strongly to u in L2(0, T; H') for all 0 5 T-< 1 while Pu, and Qu, converge weakly respectively to IL and 0 in L*(O, T; H1). Hence, where we used twice the fact that L is an isometry and where we denote by w: = C2( :) (zb) with $~&,rn& E C'Ft are such that II& -$IIL~(0,T;L2) + llrns -rnllp(O,Tp) 5 6. Next, we remark that w," is bounded is L*(O, T; H") for all s 2 0, for each S > 0. Therefore, our claim follows upon proving that Qu, -vu, converges to 0 in L2(0, T; H-") for some s > 0. In view of (24), it suffices to show this fact for Qu, -Q(p,u,) and this is immediate since u, -pEuE = (1 -pe)u, converges to 0 in L2(0, T; LP) with i = $ + s if N 2 3 and 1 < p < y if N = 2.
Step 5. -There only remains to show, in view of (23, that div(v, ~3 II,) converges (in 73') to a distribution which is a gradient. In order to do so, we make a rather explicit computation of div(v, @ v,) using Fourier series. We thus write, recalling that rr~ = O$, $0 = 0, .,a' CkEZN i$k(t)i" + i~k@)i2ik?dt < cc and '$k and $k are scalar functions for all k. An explicit computation yields the following formula
Hence, we have
We next observe that ai a; converges weakly in L1 (0, 2') to 0 as e goes to 0, unless Ik( = Ill. We thus denote by A,= c ei(k+e).z (k @ l) a;(t) a;(t) /kk& Be= c ei(k+'),z (5 @e) u;(t) a;(t) . We complete the proof of Theorem 11.1 by checking that divB, is a gradient: indeed, we have: while, since N = 2, the "conservation of energy" holds and we may conclude easily. 0
Remark 111.3. -The above proof is easily adapted to the case when we incorporate a (volumic) force term in the momentum equation i.e. when we insert, in the right-hand side of the second equation of (7), pEfC and in the right-hand side of (8), f, Assuming that T E (0,co) is fixed and that fE is bounded in Ll(O,T; L2"(7-1)) for all T E (0,oo) and converges (in the sense of distributions) to some f in L'(0, T; L27'(7-1)) for all T E (0, co), then all the results above still hold on the interval of time [0, T] . This is nothing but one example of assumptions which can be imposed upon f' and f and we wish to point out that the only use of such assumptions is to obtain a priori bounds uniform in F.... Another example consists in assuming that .fc is bounded in (and f belongs to) the following space
where In this section, we consider the same problems as in the preceding sections with, however, different settings namely the whole space case and the case of a bounded domain (with boundary conditions...). Even though the general strategy of proof remains the same, each case requires some rather elaborate adaptations (due to the lack of compactness in WN or to the boundary conditions...).
We begin with the case when the equations are set in the whole space RN and we wish to impose, in an appropriate way, the following conditions at infinity: (27) pE -+ 1 as /ICI --+ +oo , u, -+ 0 as 121 --+ +cc .
We assume that the initial conditions satisfy the following assumptions Then, solutions of (7) with the conditions (27) are defined exactly as in section II above replacing ,oE E L"(0, cm; Lr) n C([O, cm]; Lp) by pE -1 E L"(0, ml; LT) n C([O, 00); Li)
E Lp > -see [91 for more details on that (Orlicz) space . ..). Also, in the energy inequality (12), E, is to be replaced by .iRN +P< Iu, 1' + $& (~2 + (y -1) -ypE). Once more, we assume that y > 4 and postulate the existence of a solution with those properties, recalling that this is in fact establish in [9] when N 2 4, when N = 3 and y 2 9/5 or when N = 2 and y > $,.
Our main result is then: and thus in particular
where $ + (1 -O)w = & (0 E (0,l) since y > 9). We then complete easily the proof of our claim using the bound on Du, in L'(O, 00; L2).
We then obtain readly the convergence of pE and the weak convergences of Pu,, QuL, to u,O respectively in L'(O, T; H1) (VT E (0, co)). The argument made in section III about the convergence of Pu, still applies but yields the local convergence of Pu, to u: in other words, Pu, converges to u in L2(0,T; L2(B~)) (and thus in L2(0,T; L4(BR)), L'(O, T; H"(BR)) for all 2 I q < fi, 0 < m < 1) for all R, T E (0, oo), denoting by BR the open ball centered at 0 of radius R.
We may next define the group L(T) (T E R) exactly as before and we also obtain the following bounds for any T E (0, co) fixed (but arbitrary) (30) for some m E (0, l), s > 0, where (zc) = L(-E) (&';Uej). In addition, using (29), we deduce as in Step 4 of the proof of Theorem 11.1 that for some T E (0, l), where W(E) +O, and ( The main difference with the proof of Theorem 11.1 lies with the fact that we are unable to deduce (24): indeed, the above informations yield the convergence of (kc) to some (z) which belongs to L" (0, T; L2) but the convergence is only local spatially in L2(0, T; H-'(BR)) f or m < 7' < 1 and for all R E (0, co). But this local error is not enough since the group C( 4) is highly nonlocal and thus we do not know if (24) holds locally! In order to circumvent that difficulty, we present below a rather conveluted argument (it would be worth simplifying it . . . !) for the passage to the limit in the nonlinear term div(p,u, @ u,) "up to the gradient terms". Exactly as in the proof of Theorem II. 1, the only delicate term is div(Q(P,u,) @ Que) which is asymptotically equivalent to div(&(d)(t) @ QG) in view of (33). Next, using (30), (31) and (32), we obtain for all ti, tz E [0, T] and for any m E (0,l) (34) where p E C( [0, T]) is independent of E and ~(0) = 0.
At this stage, we are going to use several layers of regularization and we begin with a spatial regularization: let 6 E (0, l), let IC E Cr(RN) such that Jr+.., IE = 1, K is even and Supp~ c B, we denote by ~6 = $lc ( 2) and Ka = leg * ~6. We then consider $I~ * 66 and ti, * EEg and we wish to show that, uniformly in G div (C,( :) (kE) @ Qu,) is "close" to div(L2(:)($<z6) @ QUA). I n order to make this claim precise, we first recall that we only need to show that /B(t)dtJ.. Lz(g) (~].D@.Qu~~O for any Kk E C,"(O,T) and for any Cp E Cr(RN) such that div@ E 0.
We then remark that we have
and in view of (31)
for any m > 0. Since Qu, is bounded in L2(0, 7'; H1), we thus deduce
for any m E (0,l).
Next, we use the fact that Qu, -C2( 4) (!$) converges to 0 in L2(0, T; H-") for some m > 0 (in fact for some m E (0,l)). Since L2(i,($z6) E L"(O,T; H") for all s 2 0, we deduce
where W&(E) goes to 0 as E goes to 0+ , for each 6 > 0 fixed. Finally we claim that and the last integral is bounded by
It thus suffices to show that, for each S E (0,l) fixed, The first term is obviously a gradient and thus we only have to show that the second term goes to 0 (in D'). In fact, there is a minor technical point (at least when N = 2) associated with the h factor in a,. This is why we introduce (for instance), for any T E (0, l), Ml, We now turn to the second setting we wish to study in this section. We solve (7) and (8) in S2 'x (0, CCJ) where R is an open, bounded, smooth and simply connected (for instance) domain in RN. Instead of imposing the natural (for a viscous fluid) homogeneous Dirichlet boundary conditions that will be studied in the next section and involve specific difficulties, we require u to satisfy the following boundary conditions: where n denotes the unit outward normal to dR, d = ~(Du + Dut) and A is a given nonnegative matrix. In the case when we assume (38), we require hcL, and & to satisfy & + bE/N 2 0 ; while in the case when we assume (39) we require pt and & to satisfy Et 1 F,B~. We refer for instance to [9] for a discussion of these boundary conditions.
Of course, the limiting system namely the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations will also share the same boundary conditions (for each choice between (38), (39) or (40)). The notion of weak solutions is exactly the same as before with the following adaptations in order to take into account the boundary conditions: first of all, (37) We then claim that everything we stated in the periodic case still holds for such boundary conditions. In particular, we do not state again Theorem II. 1 since its exact analogue holds for any choice of one of the three boundary conditions above. The proof of these claims closely follows the proof of Theorem II. 1: in particular, a priori bounds are shown exactly in the same way using the arguments developed in [9] for the coercivity of the viscous terms. The main modifications concern the definition of the group L(T) and its use. Before we explain this crucial point, we need to make precise what we mean by the projection operators P and Q: let ?I E L2 (62)n', Pv and QV are defined by P(p,u,) ) is shown as in the proof of Theorem 11.1 observing that P is continuous from Wi>P into WIJ' (Vl < p < X) and that & ./fl fYPdd.Q, = $ Jn P t~, .P(<p). Indeed, the equation then allows to obtain bounds on $P(peue) and we may adapt the proof made in section II.
The main difference with the periodic setting lies with the use (and the properties) of the group C(T) which corresponds to the same system of equations as before with however boundary conditions that we need to detail and explain. If (cp, m) is given, L(r)(z) = (zc;) is the solution of (46) This boundary condition is the only natural choice if we recall that m is to be replaced by Q(p,u,) and that we expect Q(P~u~).~ to vanish on %l since u,.n = P(pEuE).n = 0 on dR. More specifically, (46) is easily solved once we remark that we are really interested in solving (46) Next, in order to specify the spaces in which we are to work, we introduce the eigenfunctions ($j),,, of -A with Neumann boundary conditions corresponding to the eigenvalues (Xj),?, We ignore the trivial eigenvalue Xa = 0 corresponding to the constant eigenfunction since all functions to be considered have zero mean on R. With this convention, we have: 0 < X1 < X2 < . . . < Xj + +cc and, normalizing IJ~ on such a Of course, IHo = Lg and one can easily check that, for instance, 'H1 = Ht fl Lg and X2 = {'p E H2/J& = 0 , 2 = 0 on dR}. Since Xj goes to +cc as j goes to +cc it is a trivial matter to check th"at 3-1"' is compactly embedded into 'H"' if s1 > s2 2 0. Next, we may define by duality, 'FI-" for s 2 0 as the dual space of 'FI" which, of course, coincides with the closure for the norm (Cj2i X;"-$)'/" of Li (for example). And we may represent any element cp E 'FI-" as Cjkl cpjqj (the sum converges in 3-1~") with 'pj = Jo cpqj and this really means the action of the linear functional cp on qj. Finally, we observe that Y-P is compactly embedded into 'MS2 for al2 si > ~2.
Equipped with those spaces, we are now ready to define properly the group L(r) and to check the compactness of .L( -4) (uCT[U, ,) . First, if cp E Li, m = V@ and @ E H1 fl Li, we deduce easily from (47) The bounds on (Pi, Q(P~u~) = V@, are obtained as in the proof of Theorem II.1 since X1 C H1 is embedded in L2N'(Nma' (if N 2 3, L" for all Q < 00 if N = 2), and thus we deduced easily from interpolation and duality arguments that L" embeds into some I--" for some m E (0,l) if $$ < p < 2. The bound on &{L(-f)(,,,':,,,)} is easily deduce from
. Indeed, in order to obtain some bound on $$ { ,C( -5) ( $iU, ,) } in L2 (0, T; x-") for some (large) s > 0, we need to multiply the equation satisfied by pEnF by Vqj (for each j > 1). We then find and in view of (41)- (43) where C, is bounded in L2(0,T). Then, observing that IID2qjll~-5 CX; for all J > 1 for some s > 0 (using elliptic regularity and an easy bootstrap argument), we may deduce the desired bound on &{L(-t/t)(,,~~,~,)} in L2(0.T;?--").
The rest of proof of Theorem II.1 is then easily adapted until we reach the final argument concerning the asymptotic behavior of div {t2(f) (3 WCs@ (&)};
where $ E L2(0, T;Li), !P E L2(0,T;H1 n Li). This quantity may be written as Multiplying this quantity by test functions cp E C,?(0)", integrating by parts and using the fast decay of ( 'pj),,, , one sees in a way very much similar to what we did twice above that the contribution of the sum on those (j, k) such that Xj # XI, converges to 0 (in the sense of distributions). We are left with the sum on pairs of (3! k) such that Xj = Xk. We claim that this contribution is a gradient. Indeed, replacing j by k and k by j, we may substitute p(Vli/j @ Vy'/k + V$k @ Vqj) to V4.i @ VGA.. Then, we compute where X = Xj = Xk. 0
V. The case of Dirichlet boundary conditions
In this section, we continue the investigation of boundary value problems begun in the second part of the preceding section and we study specifically the important case of (homogeneous) Dirichlet boundary conditions namely (49) n = 0 on dR x (0, cc) .
And we keep the same notation and assumptions on R, on the projections P and Q (...) as in the previous section.
We shall be able to justify the incompressible limit only when N = 2 and for "wellprepared" initial conditions. Before we detail our main result, we wish to explain where and why the strategy of proof(s) implemented in the preceding sections breaks down in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions. There are essentially two difficulties: the first one concerns the compactness of P(uE) (and P(p,u,)) which does not seem to be TOME77-1998-No 6 straightforward although it is certainly natural and expected. Indeed, since P(q) does not vanish on dR for all cp E C?(R)" (only its normal trace does), we cannot multiply the equation satisfied by pFuIL, by P(p) and we only obtain a bound on $P(pcuE) in Li(V-"') where VI'" = {(a E l&$'"(0)"/ div @ = 0 a.e. in 0) for some range of p, q E (1, co). It is however possible to solve this difficulty and to prove the convergence of P(uF) to u in L2(R x (0,T)) f or instance (where T E (0, oc) is arbitrary). Indeed, one obtains from the above mentioned bound the compactness of P(u~) in C( [0, T]; V-1,2) for example. And one may conclude using convenient regularizations (or truncations) of P(~L,) -obtained by solving certain Stokes equations.... -that vanish on 30.
The second problem is even more delicate and we have been unable to solve it (and we certainly hope to come back to that issue in a future work). Indeed, we do not know how to obtain a bound on &{L(-:)(,,,':, ,)}: we cannot control anymore F, E L2(0, T; 'I--") for any s > 0 since the term peats, 'induces boundary integrals involving (for instance) ,LL~ $.V$j for which no a priori bound is available (no bound on the tangential part of 2 is). And, correcting Vqj by a divergence free vectorfield which coincides with VGj on 80 leads to a representation of $ so Q(pFuZLF) .V$, which does not yield the desired bound on $(-$,(Qcr;,,,,).
Despite this remaining difficulty, we are convinced that an analogue of Theorem II. 1 holds in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions holds. One piece of evidence is the result we now discuss. We assume that N = 2, that fl ' u, converges strongly in L2 (62) to u" = tie Proof. -Let ug E C?(Q) be such that : divug = 0 in 0, ui + u" in L2 (f2) as 6 goes to 0,. We denote by u6 the solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations corresponding to 7~;. As is well-known, u6 is smooth on fi x [0, oc) and 7~~ converges to ~1. in L2(0, T; Hi(R)) n C([O,T]; L2(R)) (and thus in L4(R x (0, T)) for all T E (0, M).
Using the energy inequality satisfied by (p,, ue), we find easily: At this stage, we may now go back to (50) and let t go to 0, we then obtain for almost all t > 0 -[J Even for smooth enough initial conditions '1~ ', this is known in general only for T "small " enough or for U' " small enough " (and then the convergence holds for all T E (0, co)...). Cl
We conclude this section with a brief presentation of two related problems which are completely open in any situation (periodic, whole space, boundary conditions...). We begin with the model studied in [9] which corresponds physically to the situation when the entropy is constant along particle paths. We thus consider (p,, u,, a,) solution of: This problem and the above asymptotic limit are completely open ! Let us observe that the incompressible Navier-Stokes equation is a particular case of the above system: take p E 1 ! It might even be possible to build solutions of the above system which satisfy when s p" < meas( 7~ > 0, 7r = 0 on {p < 1). This will be made more plausible in Section VII where we study the associated stationary problems.
VI. Convergence to Euler equations
In this section, we study the case when p = t = 0 (i.e. p, -+ 0, & -+ 0) or in other words when the limiting system should be the system of Euler equations'namely (55) $ + div(u @ U) + c77r = 0 , divu = 0 .
We shall only consider the case of periodic conditions and we only mention that analogous results can be obtained in the whole space case (as studied in section IV). We also wish to point out that we are completely unable to prove any result what so even in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions: indeed, in that case, not only we encounter the same difficulty as in the previous section but we also would need to understand the formation and the structure of the boundary layer associated with the loss of boundary conditions (from U, = 0 on dR to u.n = 0 on 80). Let us recall that this latter problem is not yet solved (but for a somewhat related result by N. Masmoudi [ 151) for a related problem which, a priori, should be simpler than we are studying here namely the convergence of Navier-Stokes equations to Euler equations letting the viscosity go to 0.
We begin this section by stating our main convergence results when N = 2. We shall then prove them and conclude the section with some remarks in the case when N = 3. We thus consider a solution (pc, Us) of (7) (10) converges strongZy in L* to u" z Z" (i.e. divu _ 0) and that -75 = $KPY -YP3PX1 + (7 -WJI converges in L1 to 0 and & = f&' converges to 1 as t go to O+,, With these assumptions, we have the following results denoting by Li = {u" E (L*) , div u" = 0). THEOREM VI.1 (Generic result). -There exists a subset C of Li which is a countable intersection of open dense sets in LE such that the following holds for any u" E C: there exists a unique solution u E C( [0, 00); L$ of the Euler equation (9) and Jp,u, converges to u in L"(0, T; L$), pE converges to 1 in C( [0, T]; Lr) as t goes to 0. THEOREM VI.2 (smooth case). -Zfw' and u" E L", then the preceding result also holds.
Remark VI.l. -We could have stated a simple convergence result by introducing the set C of Lg consisting of all initial conditions u" such that the conclusion of Theorem VI.1 holds, Then, c^ contains a countable intersection of open dense sets in Li and {u" E Li, curlua E L"}. We do not know whether c^ contains (Wl,P)' n Lt for some p E (1, CQ). This open question is a natural one since we know that there exist solutions of Euler equations when u. E ( WlJ')' n Li for any p > 1.
Remark VI.2. -The existence and uniqueness assertions contained in the preceding results are already known (see [ 121 for instance for more details and references). 0
The proofs of the above results share some common part which can be simply stated as follows: u, (or subsequences . ..) converge weakly in L"(0, co; L*) (weak-*) to some u which is a dissipative solution of Euler equations. The notion of dissipative solutions was introduced in P.-L. Lions [12] and, even though we think it is a much too vague notion, it is however useful in our asymptotic context. Let us also observe that the argument below is also very much similar to what we did in the preceding section in the viscous case with Dirichlet boundary conditions. Let us begin the proofs of Theorems VI.l-VI.2 with some easy preliminaries: first of all, we can check as we did before that pf converges to 1 in C([O! T]; LY) for any T > 0, & U, is bounded in LDo(O, T; L2) and without loss of generality, extracting subsequences if necessary, that Gut converges weakly in L"(0, cc; L2) (weak-*) to same u such that divu = 0 in D' (R2 x (0, co) ). Finally, we also know that ~~jDu,(~ and (I*~ + &) (divU,)2 are bounded in L1 (n2 x (0,~) ). u smooth such that We then adapt the proof of Theorem V.l and we write for any divv 3 0,
and thus (56) where F, = p5 / D u,.Du converges to 0 as E goes to 0, in L2(0, T) for all T E (O! co). We then deduce easily from (56) that we have for all T E (0, cc) lim supess '1 for any v" smooth, and w is the unique smooth solution of the Euler equations. At this stage, we may argue as in P.-L. Lions [12] to deduce that if u" E fln,iCIL , C, = {u" E L~/3w" E C1ta, I(u"-wo~~~2 < i e -iLU(n)} then u is the unique solutio% (in C( [0, 00); L2) of the Euler equation corresponding to the initial condition 11'. In addition, we deduce from the above inequality that &u< converges to u in L"(0, T; L2) for all T E (0, m).
We now turn to the proof of Theorem VI.2. We first recall (see [16] At this stage, we remark that we may reproduce everything that we did on (0, To) on the interval (To, 2To) since the assumptions made upon (pf , u:) are satisfied by (p,(To), uE(To)) and To depends only on bounds (like the constant Co) on v which are uniform unit. We may therefore complete the proof of Theorem VI.2 by simply reiterating the above argument on intervals of length To.
Remark VI.1. -The preceding proof immediately implies in all dimensions on the maximal time interval during which a unique smooth solution. 0
VII. Stationary problems
In this section, we investigate two asymptotic problems concerning the stationary compressible Navier-Stokes equations namely . In other words, we only consider the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions even though we could consider other boundary value problems as well...
The two asymptotic problems we study are: i) a --t +oc and ii) y --+ +co. Furthermore, we add to the system of equations (59) the following normalization (or parameterization of the set of solutions) (60) f p = M? R where M 2 0 is fixed. Physically, this amounts to prescribe the total mass of the gaz. The limit [a + +co] is a low Mach number limit and we expect, for the same reasons as in the time-dependent situation, solutions to converge to solutions of the steady-state incompressible Navier-Stokes namely (61) u.Vu-vAu+Vr= f inR, u E Hi(R), divu = 0 in f2.
(and p E &f), where v = 6. The limit [y + +oo] is more subtle and the limit depends on M as we shall see below (whether M 1 1 or M < 1). We begin with the first asymptotic problem i.e. letting a go to +oo. First, we recall from P.-L. Lions [9] that there exists at least a solution (p, u) of (59) and Du E BMOi,,(R). Let us recall from [9] that the regularity up to the boundary is an open problem and that, in general, p is not continuous, D2u 6 L;,,... Let us finally remark that in the particular case when y = g and N = 3, the existence results of [9] apply for a large enough. All throughout this section, we assume that y satisfies the preceding conditions and we consider an arbitrary solution with the above properties.
We may now state our main convergence result:
THEOREM VII. 1. -As a goes to +a, p converges to M in LQ( f2) while, up to subsequences, u converges weakly in H;(R) to a solution of (61) and a(pY -f,pY) converges weakly in Lvi7 (Cl). Furthermore, if 2 5 N 5 4, 'u converges strongly in Ht (Cl).
Proof. -Copying the proofs in P.-L. Lions [9] , we immediately obtain a priori bounds on p in Lq, u in Hi and on a(pY -f,pY) in L4'7. Without loss of generality, we may assume that p converges weakly in Lq to some p, u converges weakly in H;(0) to some U, a(pY -fopy) converges weakly in Lq/Y to some % and f py converges to some K 2 MY.
Obviously, pY converges to K in Lq/Y and thus p converges to K1/r in Lq. Because of (60), Kl/Y z M z -P p. assing to the limit in (59), we recover easily (61).
Finally, the strong convergence of u follows from (62) (64) is an interesting free boundary problem for which very little is known except the above existence result. Some insight on this problem and the above limiting process may be gained by looking at the very particular case when f = va (a E Iv+ and we normalize @ so that max @ = 0) and we may take u E 0, n p= (5) converges to (a + X)+. Let us also observe that if we take + E C?(n), + 2 0 and {GJ < 0) has two disjoint connected components in which @ achieves the same minimum value, then defining p = ( e) * (a + Xi)? (i = 1,2) in each connected component, we may obtain three distinc?solutions for all 0 < M < 1. Notice that we can make Cp and f arbitrarily small if we wish. 0
Remark VII.2. -As M goes to l-, then any solution (p, 1L) of (63)- (64) goes to a solution of (61) with M = 1 (p f 1). Indeed, s 11 -p] = s 1 -p --+ 0 and thus p converges to 1 in Lq for all 1 5 4 < 00. In view of (65), U, may be assumed to converge weakly in Hi(Q) to some u which clearly satisfies (61)... 0
Proof of Theorem VII.2.
Step 1. -A priori bounds
We first derive some bounds on p and u. Following the proofs made in P.-L. Lions [9] , we obtain, denoting by C various positive constants independent of y 
I lk -f/'llil 5 C(1 + IIp&) if N = 2, for any fixed p > 1.
for any fixed p > 1. In order to simplify the computations, we assume from now on that meas = 1 (assumption we can make by a simple scaling argument...). Next, if M > 1, we have for some F which is bounded in L' pY = F + s p-f hence p = (JP')~"(~ + F(JpY)-l)l". Therefore, if (Jp')"' converges to some M' 2 M, then p converges to M' in LJ' for all 1 5 p < cc and thus p E M' = M. Therefore, divG = 0 a.e. in R and we deduce easily that 21 solves (61).
If n/r = 1 and s pY goes to +oo (or a subsequence...), the above argument applies too. And, if M = 1 and sp' is bounded, then mea3 {p 2 1 + S} 5 ~
(1 E')l for each S > 0 .
Hence, (p -I)+ converges to 0 in LP for all 1 5 p < 00 and, since sop -1 = 0, p converges to 1 in Lp for all 1 5 p < co.
Finally, the strong convergence of 2~ when 2 5 N 5 4 is shown exactly as in the proof of Theorem VII.1.
Step 3. -Further bounds when 0 5 M < 1.
We first show that s pY is bounded. Indeed, if it were not the case, the argument made in Step 2 would apply and yield the convergence of p to M in LP for all 1 5 p < co. Step 4. -Conclusion.
We are going to show the remaining assertions of Theorem VII.2 using some compactness techniques introduced in P.-L. Lions [9] . First of all, we deduce as in [9] , that D curl u and D(divu -& p') are bounded in L& where 1 > $ > 1 -$. Hence, we may assume that divu -+p' converges to divti -$?i in Lto, if N = 2 or N = 3, in Lrb, with 1 5 r < & if N > 4. In view of the bounds obtained above, the convergences also hold in L'(a) for 1 5 T < min(2, A).
We may now adapt in various ways the compactness analysis in [9] . And we find easily (69) where we denote by p(p) the weak limit of any (continuous with polynomial growth at infinity, say) function ,B. Writing pr+l -$p = [p' -(p)'](p -p) (recall that 0 5 p 5 1 a.e. and thus pY converges to l(,=i) in L q for all 1 < Q < cc), we deduce from (69) that pr+l -$%p = 0 a.e. or, in other words, (p' -(p)')(p -p) converges a.e. to 0.
For any x such that this quantity goes to 0 and p(x) < 1, we may find a subsequence along which p(x) converges to some 0, > 0 and this implies easily that p"'(x) converges to 0. And we have shown that pYl(,-,i) converges a.e. to 0 and in particular that ti = 0 a.e. on {p < 1) and pYl(,-,i) converges to 0 in L'(a) with 1 5 T < min (2, A) . A similar argument shows that limp 5 1 a.e. and thus (p -I), converges to 0 a.e. and in Lq(R) for all 1 5 4 < oo.
There only remains to show the fact that divzl = 0 on {p = l} and the convergence of py to % in L' with r = 2 if N = 2 or N = 3, 1 5 r < & if N 1 4 . We notice that we have (70) div (p" u) = (1 -k) p" div u , for all k E N, and since 0 5 p 5 1, we see that div(p"u) is bounded in H-l(R), and letting k go to infinity, then we get div ti = 0 a.e. on {p = 1) .
Notice that this is only a consequence of 0 5 p 5 1
We are next going to show the convergence of pY to % in L'. Observing that we have (see [9] for justifications of such facts) div(u pay) = -(07 -1) div u peY with 0 < f3 5 1 if N = 2 or 3,0 < 0 < & if N 2 4 we deduce that divu ,oey converges (in 27) to 0, using the compactness of divu -&F 7, this yields, restricting further 0 to be in Obviously, since ,oey > 0 implies p > 0 and thus p = 1, we see that (divti)#'r = 0, a.e., and thus we deduce easily that apY converges to 7r in L1+' and thus in L2 if N = 2 or N = 3 and in L' for 1 5 r < fi if N 1 4. 0 Remark VII.3. -Adapting the regularity proofs made in P.-L. Lions [9] , it is possible to show that, when N = 2 or N = 3 and M < 1, pY is bounded in LL,, Du is bounded in BMO1,,, D(divu -5 p') and Dcurlu are bounded in BMOl,,. This, of course, yields the following regularity on ?Y and U: % E Lee',, Dfi E BMO,,,., D(divti -&%) E BMOl,,. It is also possible to recover that regularity a posteriori and extend it to the case when N = 4: indeed, the argument being much simpler if N = 2 or if N = 3, we just detail it when N = 4 and we deduce from (64) and for any fixed cut-off function ('p E C'r (n), 0 < 1 in 0, cp E 1 on an arbitrary compact set K of [I...) Hence, decomposing for any E E (0, l), U into 2~~ + ?i2 where til E L" and I]u2 llL4 5 E, we deduce observing that divii = 0 or f = 0 at each point of R and thus
Choosing 6 = & we obtain a bound on DU in L&, and on ?F E L$,,, and thus on *(L in Lyoc for all 1 2 q < 00. Therefore, p(~.V)ti is bounded in Lyor for all 1 5 q < 4. Hence, curlti and divii -s?? are bounded in W,:l: for all 1 5 q < 4 and thus in Lyoc for all 1 < q < 00. As before, this yields a bound on Dii and F in Lyoc for all 1 < q < IX) and we may now conclude easily. As we said above, the proof in the case when N = 2 or N = 3 is much easier and does not require the above decomposition of ?i. 0
Remark VII.4. -The above result and its proof makes plausible the asymptotic analysis suggested at the end of section VI. In particular, we shall come back in a future publication on the analysis of the following Cauchy problem: We impose initial conditions as follows, letting the solutions depend on a "small" parameter t E (0: 1): pFltzO = pg 2 0 E L1 rl LY, ~~~~~~~~~ = rn; E L27'(7+1) and lm;,12 ~ E L1 (defining rng and y to be 0 on {PO = 0)). And we assume that these i&al conditions satisfy either weakly in L2 to f and thus, in fact, strongly in L2 to f. Next, we observe that there exist a E (0, 1) and P(R) E CO, ~1; [L m)> such that Q 5 2 and ,? 5 P(R) if pE 5 R. We also remark that we have for any S > 0 (extracting if necessary a subsequence such that ((j?) * If'\ < g E L2 for some g independent of F) i,&l,>6) p)--' If'lP 7'0 Then, if y > 2, we write and we conclude letting E go to 0+ first and then 6 go to 0,. Since f' 1~,~>RJ(~)2 also converges to 0 as E goes to 0 for any R > 1, we deduce that f' l(,.>~) converges to f in L"(0, T; L2) for all T E (0, cc), R > 1. Finally, we recall from (85) that f' l(,.>~) converges to 0 in L"(0, 00; L-f). And we conclude the proof of Theorem VIII. 1. 0
Remark VIII.l. -In the preceding result, we have shown in fact that, if y < 2, then f" l(,<>n) converges to 0, as E goes to O,, in L"(0, co; Lr) for any R > 1 while fSl(pe5R) either weakly(+) converges to f in L"(O,oo; L2) or strongly converges to f in L"(O,T; L2) for any R > 1, T E (0, oo), depending whether we assume (78)- (79) or (80) i.e. we recover (as we should !> the group used in sections II-III to analyse the incompressible limit. Let us emphasize the fact that, in the case of Dirichlet boundary conditions, the system (89) is complemented with the following boundary condition
u.n = 0 on X! x (0,~) :
which makes sense because of the first equation of (89) (and some rather abstract functional analysis considerations...) or more simply because we obtain at the limit when E goes to 0 the following weak formulation of the first equation of (89)
